CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY COMBINED BOAT CLUBS
DECLARATION OF UNDERSTANDING WITH CLUBS USING
CUCBC EVENT INSURANCE
(This form must be completed by the Club Captain and returned to the Senior Treasurer of CUCBC
(seniortreasurer@cucbc.org) at last fourteen days before the event for which insurance cover is being
sought. Cover will only be given when the CUCBC Safety Advisor has confirmed that arrangements
for the event are satisfactory.)

I, the undersigned, Captain of

Boat Club for the year

accept the following conditions of the Cambridge University Combined Boat Clubs (CUCBC) with
respect to their insurance policy.
1.

The CUCBC reserve the right to withhold or withdraw insurance cover at any time and for
any reason they deem to be appropriate.

2. That if, during any activities which potentially fall under the CUCBC insurance cover, the
organising club, or anyone associated with its event, deviates from the CUCBC approved
event plan and risk assessment, the insurance cover will immediately become invalid and will
be withdrawn for the remainder of the event. If at any stage a club organising an event acts
irresponsibly by continuing to run an event when they are aware that it is unsafe, this will also
render the insurance cover void.
3. A particular stipulation of taking out CUCBC facilitated insurance cover is that CUCBC has
the absolute right to change any aspect of the running of the event, including but not restricted
to, moving marshalling points and start and finish positions. In extreme circumstances, the
CUCBC can cancel the event altogether without warning. A decision to cancel would only be
made by a member of the CUCBC Senior Committee. Failure to comply with any decision
made by the CUCBC in respect of the event will instantly terminate the CUCBC insurance
cover.
4. No person associated with the event, including marshals, umpires, other officials, competitors
and bank parties may be under the influence of any illegal drugs or alcohol during the period
of insurance cover. This condition covers the consumption of any alcoholic beverage
whatsoever, including ‘bribes’.
5. The insurance cover provided by CUCBC is public liability only. It does not cover crews
whose accidents are no fault of the event organisers (e.g. crashes between racing crews where
the crews are at fault).

6. The agreement over insurance cover is not restricted to the above points, but these are aspects
to which event organisers must pay particular attention. CUCBC reserves the right to
introduce further conditions, be they written or verbal at any point.
7. The organising club agrees to the insurance premium of £40 being added to the club’s
CUCBC bill for the current term.
This document is intended to make you aware of the cover you have purchased and to ensure that you
agree to abide by any and all instructions from the CUCBC Executive and/or Senior Committee. The
cost of insurance cover is non-refundable, save in a case where an event has been cancelled because
river or weather conditions would have made it unsafe to proceed.

Signed:

Club Captain

Signed:

Senior Treasurer, CUCBC

